BIG MIKE’S REEL FISHIN’
The objective of our fishing report is to provide our lake users with up-to-date information and to help our anglers on what's working where and when. It is
important for everyone to remember that fish have minds of their own and everyday is not going to be the same as the last, but being flexible is vital to
consistently catching not just consistently fishing. It is also important to remember that the person providing this information is a fisherman himself and
sizes and weights vary slightly from the truth depending on how many times the story has been told.

March 28, 2014
The spring trout season is HERE and it is time for the spring trout boil to begin. The fish are stacking on the tributaries in
hopes that the streams will flow and the snow melt will provide a wall of water to make their way upstream and find a new
girlfriend. However the little bit of precipitation we received was mostly rain and the snowpack is currently non-existent. There
is still some time to bring the Lake up to a reasonable level and add to the one foot lake level rise we just received with the last
rain storm.
Now to the fun stuff… the fish are biting and they are big, I mean real big, as in 3lb stuff that are very common on stringers all
over. I have seen the fly fishing gang doing very well on the pre-spawn fish and also floating bait with light, cold water colors
and crawlers are putting fish in the bank. Juniper is always a producer when the water is warming and Stanfield works also.
The Windy Point area has been pretty steady and will certainly have picked up big time from there to the Dam as the water
warms. Folks are filling their stringers up; all along the shoreline from the old Gray’s landing to the dam with big bad twelve
sandwich eating monsters. This is as good as it gets!!!! My friends can even catch fish when it is like this. The East ramp is
opening up on April 1st and with this report the world may show up, so come early and just an FYI the ramp will be closed on
April 4th for a bike pre-qualification run. Big Bear Marina will offer free launching that day to cover any die hard fisherman.
To let you in on a little secret; we have found a source to augment our trout stocking and I may be making this happen very
soon. I would tell you when but I would have to … you know the rest.
OK I just dropped 3,500lbs of line rippers ready for the frying pan but you have to catch them first so loosen your drag cuz
they will be taking some line.
Remember fishing in the tributaries is prohibited when the streams are flowing in the spring and game warden Rick has
already said he is on the prowl for violators.
Warm water fish are still in hibernation except a tickle of pre-spawn bass activity.

FISHING TIP OF THE WEEK
We are still in the winter months so be prepared for cool evenings and changing weather.
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